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Education 

Louisiana State University (LSU), Baton Rouge, LA   December 2020 

Bachelor of Science, Construction Management 

Minor: Business Management and Sales 

Related Coursework: Materials and Methods I, Construction Equipment, Economic Principal, 

Accounting, Construction Plan Reading, Construction Estimating, Construction Surveying. 

 

Brother Martin High School- New Orleans, Louisiana 

Louisiana 

Graduated May 2016 

Experience 

Barback        February 2017 - Present 

Reggie’s Bar, Baton Rouge, Louisiana   

 Cash management practices to ensure accuracy and integrity for the company.  

 Duties included were, providing support and operational expertise to ensure guests get 

served quality products and the company maximizes its profits. 

 Developed skills to accommodate a diverse clientele and ensure quality interactions. 

 Inventory management of product use and stocking needs, to ensure availability while 

providing attentive service 

Customer Care Representative     May 2014 – May 2016 

Majoria Drugs, Metairie, Louisiana 

 Provided customer support to customers directly or over phone, regarding their product 

needs and ability to secure superior pharmaceutical service. 

 Reviewed inventory levels and usage within store, ensuring that all products would be 

available for customers.  

 Ensured store front and displays were built and placed to ensure best visibility for the for 

the store and customers. 

 Ensured that a professional look was provided within the store reflecting professionalism 

and cleanliness with today’s look, within a 47-year-old store.  

Skills 

Proficient in Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and Outlook) and MAC applications, 

OSHA 7500, OSHA7205, OSHA 7400, OSHA 7405. 

 

Activities 

 Intramural Chair, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, LSU. Assembled Chapter Teams for 

various intramural sports competitions and registered these teams with the Campus 

Recreation office of IFC representative. Assigned and managed captains for each team 

registered with the university.  

 “Greek Week” building houses for the less fortunate. 

 Miracle League instructed/taught baseball with special needs children.  

 Brother Martin Baseball from 2011-2013. 
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